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ABSTRACT:
PIC microcontroller like all other microcontrollers have two different kinds of memory, a non-volatile memory
for storing firmware and a volatile memory for temporary data. We propose analysis of architecture of
PIC16F84A and a modified architecture and op-code table for PIC16F84A to interface it with external memory
in this paper. This model is developed by using VHDL, simulation results have been verified. It is observed that
interfaced external memory can be used by using this model without affecting its performance.
Keywords: Op-Code, ALE, R/W’, CS’, VHDL.
I. INTRODUCTION
The PIC16F84A belongs to mid range family of PIC microcontrollers. There are two memory blocks in
PIC1684A, program memory and data memory. It has 68 bytes of data RAM and 64 bytes of data EEPROM [5]. It has total
18 pins in which 13 are dedicated for input and output [5]. The first thing we need for memory interfacing is ALE and
Read/Write pin. There is no provision for interfacing external memory with PIC16F84A.

Figure 1: Architecture of PIC16F84 microcontroller [5]
This is the available architecture of PIC16F84A micro-controller. If required memory is more than 68bytes then
user has to go for higher variant of PIC family. In order to achieve external memory interface with this architecture, we
have to modify available architecture so that maximum 324(68+256) bytes RAM can be achieved without going for higher
variants.
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It has 35 instruction set of 14bit op-code [5]. One of these instructions set op-code has to be modified so that two
new instruction set for read and write can be created.
II. EARLIER WAYS FOR INTERFACING
Earlier ways used for interfacing with PIC family micro-controller is through SPI communication which uses
master-slave concept [3]. The interfacing diagram is given below.
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Figure 2: Interfacing using SPI communication [3]
This type of communication to interface external memory is very slow. The functions of various signals are given below.
Table 1: SPI communication signals function [3]
SIGNALS
FUNCTIONS
SCLK
It’s synchronous clock
SS
It’s used for slave select
MOSI
Master Output Slave Input
MISO
Master Input Slave Output
It uses 8-cycle for 8-bit transfer of data from master to slave or slave to master.
1-bit each time, so 8-bit address=1x8=8 cycle
8-bit data = 1x8=8 cycle
Total
=16 cycle= 64T state
(Either for read or write)
So total =32 cycle (128T state) for both reading and writing one byte.
It’s very time consuming and can’t be used in real time applications, where time is very important factor. So, we are trying
to implement it in parallel way to achieve, external memory interface in less cycle.
III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
A. Modified Architecture
Generalized interfacing diagram for external memory is given below. It provides parallel interfacing which provides
faster access and can be used in real time applications [3].

Figure 3: General external memory interfacing [1]
Important pins for interfacing the memory are ALE, Read/Write, Address lines (AD0-AD7).
ALE is used for latching the address to the memory at T1 state of the clock. If ALE is ‘1’ or high then address
will be latched to the memory. R/W’ decides whether the data is to read from the memory or write to the memory. If R/W’
= ‘1’ or high then microcontroller is going read data from memory. If R/W’ = ‘0’ or low then microcontroller is going to
write to memory. CS’ decides whether our operation is external memory related or normal execution. If CS’=0 then
operation is related to the external memory otherwise it is a normal execution.
PIC16F84A microcontroller doesn’t have these pins (ALE and R/W’). So in order to have these two pins we have
to modify the available 13 input/output pins. In order to include these, architecture of PIC16F84A microcontroller is
modified. This proposed architecture have ALE, R/W’ and CS’ multiplexed with RA3, RA2, RA1 (I/O pins of port A). All
I/O pins of port B will work as address data lines (AD0 - AD7).
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Given below is the table showing signals required and their function while establishing external memory interface with
microcontroller.
Table 2: Signals required and their functions [3]
SIGNALS
FUNCTIONS
AD0-AD7

8-bit Data and 8-bits of Address are
multiplexed

ALE

Address Latch Enable Signal to latch the
multiplexed address in the first clock cycle.

CS’

Chip select line is made low to access the
external memory chip

R/W’

It is used for read/write
If R/W’=0, then used for write.
If R/W’=1, then used for read.

The modified architecture which we proposed is given below.

Figure 4: Modified architecture of PIC16F84
B. Introducing 2- new Instructions
PIC16F84A have 35 instruction sets of 14-bits of op-code, and there is requirement of two new instruction sets for read
and write. So we have modified the op-code of MOVLW (move literal to W-register).

Mnemonic
MOVLW

Table 3: MOVLW Op-code [5]
14-bit Op-code
MSB
11
00XX
FFFF

LSB
FFFF

In this op-code these two ‘X’ (don’t care) can give four different instructions. Out of four we used three, one for MOVLW
and other two for external memory read and write operations and the remaining one is reserved for future use.
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Table 4: Modified Op-code with new Instructions
Mnemonics
14-bit Op-code
MSB
LSB
MOVLW
11
0000
FFFF FFFF
MOVXR
11
0001
FFFF FFFF
MOVXW
11
0010
FFFF FFFF
C. Modification of Instruction Decoder
Whenever an instruction is entered, instruction decoder decodes its equivalent op-code and performs the task. This
microcontroller has 35 instruction sets so it uses 4:16 decoder. Out of 14-bits op-code, 6-bits decide the instruction and
remaining 8-bits are either for literals value or for memory location. The select lines of 4:16 decoder use 13-10 op-code
bits. This decoder is further decoded to get all the instruction sets.
The required instruction gets activated on the decoder output, and performs its equivalent task. Instruction decoder for
PIC16F84A is given below.

Figure 5: Instruction decoder for PIC16F84A
The D12 output of 4:16 decoder corresponds to MOVLW instructions. It further use 2:4 decoder which uses 9&8 op-code
bits as select lines to generate 4 new instructions.
Table 5: New instruction and their functions
INSTRUCTION FUNCTION
MOVLW
Move literals to W-register
MOVXR
Move data from external memory.(Reading)
MOVXW
Move data to external memory(Writing)
Reserved
Can be used in future.
Modification done in instruction decoder circuit is shown below to get above discussed instructions.

Figure 6: Modified Decoder corresponds to MOVLW
D. I/O port architecture
The I/O port architecture does not have provision to provide signals (ALE, R/W’, CS’) required for external memory
interface. The I/O port architecture of a pin in Port A is given below [5].
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Figure 7: I/O port architecture of Port A (RA0 – RA3) [5]
To provide the facility of external memory interfacing, this port architecture needs to be modified. All three extra
pins(ALE, R/W’, CS’) which are necessary for interfacing external memory, are multiplexed with Port A.

Figure 8: Modified port architecture Port A.0
Proposed port architecture is given above for a pin of PORTA so that whenever an external memory related instruction is
called, it uses this architecture.
Out of available pins of PORTA, we multiplexed RA.3 with ALE, RA.2 with R/W’ and RA.1 with CS’.
E. Algorithm
Algorithm for memory interfacing is given below. It is checking the op-code, if it’s a memory interfaced instruct
ion op-code (read/write) then take the address and data as input after that check whether the op-code for read or write, if
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it’s for read then send the address to the memory and data to be read from memory, if it’s for write then send the address
to the memory and write the data to that memory location. If it’s normal instruction then proceed for normal execution.
Check repeatedly for memory instruction, otherwise execute normal instruction and stop when end of program reached.

Figure 9: Algorithm for external memory interfacing
F. T-state WORKING
PIC16F84A microcontroller uses pipelining concept, in which it divides the work into smaller modules so that
execution speed can be increased. It has 4 MHz crystal frequency which is divided into 4-T state [5]. The working of 4-T
state is given below.

Figure 10: Working of T-state diagram
In T1-state, it fetches the instruction. In T2-state, it decodes the instruction. In T3-state, it executes the instruc-tions. In
T4-state, it writes back the result.
IV. RESULT AND SIMULATION
This is how the crystal frequency of microcontroller is divided into 4-T state to execute more no of instructions and make
execution faster. Its simulation is given below.

Figure 11: T-state simulation
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The RTL schematic of VHDL code which we have designed is given below. Here command, data_in, clk act as input and
ale, rd, wr, data_addr as output. Command input is used to give the opcode of the desired instruction. Data_in input is
taking data which is to be written. Ale, rd, wr is used for address latch enable, for read or write respectively.

Figure 12: RTL schematic for External memory interface module
The output waveform of this code, is given below

Figure 13: Output waveform for external memory interface module
We have verified the VHDL code for read and write opcode and are working properly. This model is taking 4-machine
cycle for reading or writing one byte which is much far better than using SPI communication interfacing which is taking
32-machine cycles.
CONCLUSION
We have designed a model which provides the facility to interface external memory with PIC16F84A. The
proposed model has been verified using VHDL code, and is working properly for the designed op-code of read and write.
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